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FOREWORD

I am the interstellar mediator, Sol13, Terra3, Forest Monk, University Professor, Mother and Author.
Respect and Love, Greetings.

This video ACTION 5, is the 10th video in a series entitled: TOTAL RESET 2020 which represents 12
actions carried out during the year 2020 to offer new perspectives of terrestrial reality.

If you're new to this channel, please note that the videos are ordered as a series that presents this
reality in an exponential manner. The further we go into them, the more difficult it will be for some of
you to integrate it. It is therefore suggested that you get used to it slowly and watch them one after
the other from N° 0.

The videos are available in 3 languages: English, Spanish and French on this YouTube channel:
Youtube: interstellar mediator 2020

and  you  can  also  study  the  content  in  detail  and  read  them  again,  by  downloading  the
transcriptions offered for free in 5 languages: German, English, Spanish, French and Romanian from
my site : mediatormedias.wordpress.com

Let’s keep in mind our children and the harmonious development of the human race on planet Earth
to build a society in which we can all live happily.
I thank you for your time, your interest and your support.

INTRODUCTION

Let’s continue to lift the veil on the new human reality to transform the widespread amnesia that has
plagued the earth’s population for more than 12,000 years, into a source of inspiration and creativity.

Taking a new look at earth reality requires a new attitude from you. Try to have the courage to face
it ; shift your attention and change your position to find the best possible angle of perception to fully
understand what is presented.

To do this, you have to have an open mind, be endowed with a daring curiosity and go beyond your
fear of being ridiculed or that of the unknown if only during the time of this video.

By looking at your daily reality from this new angle, you will begin to push away the limits of what
you ignore ; your understanding will become clear and elements or details which until now did not
make sense, or which seemed illogical or absurd will begin to take on an almost obvious meaning;
The events will seem clearer to you. Your reality more vivid and your life more dynamic.
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1. T.I.M. DATA SOURCES
(The InterStellar Mediator)

The elements presented in ACTION 5 are spread over time and were collected over a period of 4
years from April 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 until the end of April 2020 and were transmitted to me by
29 extraterrestrials ( 11 men and 18 women) from 6 different interstellar races:

- live audio and writing :
Andromedans, several lineages of Pleiadians, Reptilians and Ummites,

- and in telepathic mode :
Urmahs, Alpha-Draconiens, or Dieslientiplex (Arcturiens)

with  whom  I  have  had  personal  contact  from  their  spaceships  or  from  Viera  Andromeda,  an
Andromedan biophera stationed behind the moon.

I would like to pay tribute and thank two contacts in particular for their participation to the content
of this video :

-  ZEN, 158-year-old Pleiadian, with whom I spoke in audio as two friends on the phone and
with whom I had thousands of conversations from December 2016 to March 2018, as well as,

- SIL12, a 13 year old girl with whom I had 160 conversations on multiple subjects, between
October 21, 2019 and April 21, 2020.

Born of a new interstellar uncategorized race, SIL12  has the wisdom of a 100 year old person.
She is a gifted person even for other interstellar races, with an IQ bringing together those of
Albert Einstein (IQ 160) in theoretical physics, the Australian Terence Tao (IQ 230) in harmonic
analysis  or  the  New  Yorker  William  J  Sidis  (IQ  254)  in  linguistics  and  renowned  for  his
intellectual precocity.
Intellectual and spiritual precocity also for SIL12 because when I spoke to her, I did not have
the feeling of talking with a girl that young, even if physically, there is absolutely no doubts
that she is 13 years old.

Young age which, despite everything, made me feel a little uncomfortable because from the
perspective of a mother, a young girl should live her teenage years climbing trees or rocks as
she loves to do, without having to interact with other interstellar races or humans who use
her for personal purposes, and for her knowledge they do not have. 

(If you wish to have more details on these two extraterrestrials please read THE LETTER N.º 3
and THE LETTER N.º 4 on my site:
https://mediatormedias.wordpress.com (by clicking on your language).

These testimonies were supplemented by elements of the databases on their spaceships. Nothing
presented in this video is of terrestrial origin and does not come from the Earth Internet or earthly
knowledge, even if some elements are similar or will remind you of ancient myths.
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2. TRYPTIC :
A LOOK AT HUMAN INTERSTELLARITY

Let's now develop a tryptic of the new human reality by adding to ACTION 3, the natural aspect and
to ACTION 4, the artificial aspect, ACTION 5 which represents a part of the Ancient History of the
planet and Humanity on Earth and the general context from which the current transition emerges.

The history of human interstellarity began millions of years ago. This story is not mine; I  did not
invent it. It comes from extraterrestrial databases without my contacts being able to say where this
knowledge comes exactly because it is so ancient they lost track of its origins.

This Ancient History is not presented in textbooks; you cannot have access to it through traditional
education systems in an open and historic manner but mainly and only in the form of ancient myths.
It  was erased from human memory, then falsified by rewriting in superimposed palimpsests,  and
systematically redeployed over millennia,  thanks to educational or religious institutions, to secret
ideological groups or to military organs, whose aims were to implant in the human psyche, a veil of
oblivion, an optical illusion, an anamorphic and distorted vision of Humanity to make people forget
that in the past, the peoples of the earth, already had an interstellar capacity. 

The purpose of these ACTION videos is to lift the veil of oblivion to offer to interested people, the
right angle of vision and corrected perspectives.

3. THE INTERSTELLAR WARS OF A MILLION YEARS: 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS

To understand  the  difficulties  we are  currently  encountering  on  Earth,  the  degradation of  the
planet, the human perversion and depravity, violence, corruption, injustice, poverty, and the chaos
that seem to have taken hold of Humanity, as well as the collapse that is occurring on all sides,
ecological, financial, political, psychological and spiritual, you must know a part of History which is
still  under the seal  of secrecy  and the relationship of  terrestrial  Humanity with the interstellar
races. 
It dates back several million years.

The Earth, just like the moon-biosphere for that atter, is under the supervision of interstellar races
and  the  UfoP  (The  United  Federation  of  Planets).  Neither  of  them  belong  to  Earth  humans.  
We are the guests.

Earth was terraformed at first by the Dieslientiplex (the Arcturians, the 'Gardeners' as they are
called) and the Etorthans, who brought flora, fauna, and humans here in a very ancient past (we
are talking here of billion Earth years).

Then  it  was  occupied  by  multiple  interstellar  races  from  other  planets  who  arrived  here  by
spaceships, long before the birth of Homo Sapiens, and before the moon-biosphere was set into
Earth orbit or before the 3D electromagnetic fence or bubble was placed around Earth. The Earth at
that time, was still in 5D, in 50hz. It has only been in 3D for 12,000 years.
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3.1 - The Wars of Orion: Colonization of the Orion Constellation 

The beginning of  current events actually started millions of  years ago in a distant Cosmos and
interstellar Wars called 'The Orion Wars' or 'The War of a Million Years', a vast conflict between
different races and multiple constellations.

What we are currently witnessing on Earth is the last episode of these wars and everything that is
happening right now has to do with them. 

They are called the "Orion Wars" because many races of the same line of predatory invaders began
to take possession of part of the Milky Way from the Orion Constellation.

It is clear that these invaders did not belong to this timeline. They came from elsewhere, either
from another sector of the Galaxy, or from another Universe. We do not know exactly where they
come from, but one thing is sure, it is that they were not from Orion. 

Timelines can  easily be crossed by any race with the technological ability to do so aboard their
spaceships. And these invaders must not have had it since they were using natural portals; when
they came out of the wormhole in which they were traveling, they found themselves in the Orion
Constellation ; and from there they began to colonize the nearby area.

Then they set up operating bases from which they could come and go and then form colonies. They
continued their conquests of many sectors and planets of this quadrant, to finally end up in the
Lyra/Vega star system which they also invaded.

This episode is a very special event that is titled: 'The Great Expansion' because when the Lyrians
were attacked, they left home to relocate to other planets and spread, hence the term 'expansion '.
But it’s also the beginning of Earth's ancient history.

3.2 The Invaders: Draconian, Reptilian and Other Breed Lines 

A group of Lyrians arrived on earth 40,000 years ago. The invaders followed them soon after.
There is a lot of confusion with the names of the invaders, but the main lineages are the Draconians
which should not be confused with the Alpha-Draconians who are a totally different and separate 
species. 

Here are some features:
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a) The Alpha-Draconians: Dragons 
are not the invaders. They look like dragons; when they breathe, their breath ignites on
contact with oxygen. They are quadrupeds but in 2017 Zen who told me about a fight and
the arrival of hundreds of Alpha-Draconian spaceships told me that they were very large
and extremely solid to accommodate two Alpha-Draconians of at least 8-10 tons each and
that they were standing there on two legs. So they can also become bipeds when the need
arises. There are still negative Alpha-Draconians but in small numbers. They are not involved
in the colonization.

b) the Draconians: Reptilians 
are part of the invaders and of the reptilian lineages. The Orion Wars did not bring together
a single race, but many allied reptilian races that colonized everything they could in this
quadrant.
They look like reptiles, lizards or crocodiles on two legs. They are bipedal; they consider the
Alpha-Draconians as their gods (especially the negative Alpha-Draconians).

On Earth the expression 'the Reptilians' people use covers many different races including
Draconians,  Kingus which are the most numerous on Earth, Usungals  and they are now
considered as Repterrians as they have settled and live in underground bases on Earth since
such a long time.
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The Repterrians are grouped into several groups of different reptilian species ; they all work
together;  they  are  subdivided  into  factions  which  have  built  geographic,  political  and
financial empires on Earth and which are fighting fiercely to acquire or keep power.

The many factions of Kingus include White Kingus (the Royals – and the Elites in their world
and  on  Earth),  Red  Kingus  (the  Military)  and  the  Green  Kingus  (who  are  in  charge  of
everything else and are the ones you know the most).

d) Other Colonizing Breeds 

Other races are considered invasive to this day by the Ufopian Federation such as: Orange,
the Maitre (who are a species of Tall Grays), specific lines of Zetas (the Little Grays), Malakaks,
the Tall Whites.

Also  considered  by  the  UFoP  as  dangerous  for  humans,  are  some  positive  but  highly
manipulative factions of Pleiadians or positive and ultra-controlling groups of Ummmites.

It is therefore advisable not to generalize neither the positive nor the negative to all lineages
and individuals and to maintain a neutral and independent position.
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3.3 – The Great Expansion: Colonization of the Lyra/Vega Constellation 

The Reptilians therefore arrived in the Lyra/Vega constellation because the Vega solar system has
several  beautiful  planets  which  interested  them;  as  this  invasion  took  its  course  and  the
populations were exterminated, the women and the children separated, the men killed in combat
or by brutal  and savage force, the lyrians who were already interstellar,  found refuge on other
planets. They decided to leave in small groups to have a better chance of surviving.

They flew in different directions and towards different solar systems mainly our solar system SOL13,
M45 the Taurus constellation and the cluster of the Pleiades, M33 the Triangulum constellation.

3.4 - Arrival of the Lyrians in Lemuria, on Earth 

Earth references place the landing on Earth of a first group of Lyrians, between 50,000 and 250,000
years but according to the databases of my contacts, it is more likely that it is 40,000 years.

They  settled  in  Lemuria,  a  large  region  of  present-day  Eurasia,  on  the  Asian  continent  and
subcontinent.  At  that  time,  Japan  was  not  an  island;  it  was  still  of  the  continent.  Trade  and
commerce flourished between Lemuria and Tiamat which had not yet disappeared and which the
ancients saw in their skies as the ‘Second Sun’ or ‘the Morning Star’; Tiamat was indeed an aquatic
planet which reflected the strong sunlight.

After fleeing the invasion of their planets and the extermination of their races, the Lyrians have
grown so exponentially in the cosmos, that they have given birth in this quadrant of the Galaxy to
at least 400,000 human species which look like them like two drops of water and among them are
the Earthlings.

When these 400,000 species wear a pair of jeans and a T-shirt, they can easily pass themselves off
as Earthlings. And they play with it when they infiltrate Earth populations, such as the Alfratians,
the Venusians, the Pleiadians, the Engans or the Ummites who all  look like Earthlings but with
different characteristics and details.
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3.5 – Cohabitation of Lyrians, Denisovians, Neanderthals and Other Proto-Species of Hominids

When  the  Lyrians  arrived  on  Earth  40,000  years  ago  there  were  already  several  races  and
subspecies of hominids living on Earth that the Dieslientiplex (Arcturians) and the Etorthans had
already implanted.
The Denisovians as well as the Neanderthals survived as best they could until about 15,000 years
ago, and many of their genes still survive today in modern humans, mainly in Asia and the islands of
Southeast  Asia  (for  the  Denisovians)  or  Europe,  the  Middle  East  and  Australia  (for  the
Neanderthals) whose main civilization developed in the Carpates, which is today Romania.

Contrary to what is generally communicated on Earth, the Neanderthal DNA genes have not been
genetically modified by the reptilians. They evolved with stellar Lyrians side by side; they mixed
socially and mated. On Earth, scientists say that Homo Sapiens Sapiens are descended from an
interaction between Neanderthals and Homo Sapiens, but in extraterrestrial databases, everything
indicates that Homo Sapiens Sapiens is a direct descendant of Lyrians.

Unfortunately, there is no tangible proof, because even the Federation and the Ufopians wonders
how we can explain the exponential evolution of humans everywhere in the galaxy if it were not by
expansion because they have become, one of the most successful biological species of all times.

Presenting the human race on Earth as being the object of a Darwinian evolution, or by genetic
manipulation  of  DNA by  the  Anunnakis  or  by  religious  miracle  and divine  intervention are  all
concepts  invented  from  scratch  and  disclosed  on  Earth  thanks  to existing  systems  to  control
knowledge and the human psyche and hide its true stellar origin.

My contacts report that even if  natural  selection works  within the same species,  a completely
different new species will not develop from it. The natural selection only selects the best aspects of
the species to keep the best genes, but the species themselves do not evolve in a Darwinian way.

4. CONSEQUENCES OF INTERSTELLAR WARS
on THE SOL13 SOLAR SYSTEM

4.1 SOL13 Solar System: Identification and Composition 

a) Solar System Name: SOL13

There is no Solar System numbered from 1 to 12. The number 13 in the name given by the
interstellar races to the solar system SOL13 was only because they take 13 planets into
consideration in its composition. It is a unique name which means that around SOL (the sun)
there are 13 planets.

In the compositions of other solar systems, binary systems are very common and natural
moons very rare. The moons are often Dyson spheres or artificial biospheres.

SOL13 is an autonomous, non-binary system; there are not two suns. 
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b) Composition of SOL13: 13 Planets

The 13 Planets which are part of SOL13 and which are taken into account by the Federation 
are (start from the Sun)

1. Mercury - 2. Venus - 3. Earth - 4. Mars - 5. Tiamat (which means: 'Liquid Planet') - 6. 
Saturn - 7. Jupiter - 8. Uranus - 9. Neptune - 10. Pluto ( for interstellar races Pluto is a planet)
- 11. Eris (a moon: Dysnomia) (UfoP name: Ohalu) - 12. Haumea (2 moons: Hi'iaka and 
Namaka) - 13. Makemake (no moons).

There are more small planets in the SOL13 solar system, but they are not taken into account
by terrestrial experts. From the UFoP's point of view, the reason for taking into account 
Pluto, Eris, Haumea or Makemake is that they are filled with complex and lush life.

Furthermore, even without Tiamat and without a N ° 5 and despite the fact that Jupiter 
changed places with Saturn, the latter is still listed N ° 6 in their lists (The explanations are 
given a little later in this video).

c) Interstellar Earth Names

Earth has many names for many different interstellar races. As on Earth, the name is 
different according to differtent cultures or belief systems.

The names used are:

- a) Terra,
- b) Gaia used by most extraterrestrials, including: Andromedans, Dieslientiplex (Arcturians),
Alfratians, Antariens, Syriens,
- c) Mauna is used by Lyrians and Urmahs of the Lyra constellation (the feline species that
lives there). It means "Silent" because the earth is enclosed in a high energy 3D toroidal
field which prevents races living outside and in 5D, from hearing it,
- d) Nizéé also means "Silent Planet" in the ancient language of the Taygetan Pleiadian but
they now use the names Gaia or Terra,
- e) Oyagaa is used by the Ummites – it means "cold planet of the square" because in 1948,
their  central  artificial  intelligence  received  a  very  low  frequency  radioelectric  emission
coming  from  Earth.  The  signals  received  were  in  Morse  code  and  their  technicians
misinterpreted  the  binary  code  thinking  that  it  was  a  mathematical  equation  of  four
orthogonal points on a plane: a square.

4.2 – Consequences of Interstellar Wars on the Planets 

When the Lyrians  left their  planets  to  survive  and settle  elsewhere,  they  were chased by  the
Draconians in numbers ... and the Draconians were also chased by the UfoP military forces who had
gathered to arrest them.
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In the heat of the moment and in battle, serious mistakes were made and it was the UFoP Forces,
the Ufopians, who were responsible for the devastation of Mars while they were trying to destroy
reptilian bases on the surface. It were not the reptilians who did it.

The two sides finally fought on Mars in an intense and deadly war in which they suffered heavy
losses. Nuclear and plasma weapons were used to repel the invaders, and these explosions affected
the entire solar system and the planets to Jupiter; the consequences were terrible and devastating.

Never before in Interstellar History has a war destroyed an entire solar system, the consequences of
which are as follows:

a) Mercury: closer to the Sun and vitrification by the sun

Mercury  which  is  as  small  as  the  moon-biosphere  underwent  a  drastic  transformation
caused by the energy changing in the SOL13 solar system. It was thrown towards the sun
and came closer to it. From a temperate planet full of life, it changed into an extreme planet
going from + 400 ° C to -150 ° C. causing a vitrification of the rocks, a total devastation and
the complete extinction of all forms of life as it is exposed to the deadly burning rays of the
sun.

b) Venus: major floods, becomes an aquatic planet

Venus was flooded and received even more water than Earth;  it  turned into an aquatic
planet,  and its  vast  and beautiful  continents  collapsed underwater,  keeping only  sparse
islands that were once its highest mountains protruding above the water.

c) Earth: floods, displacement of the poles, instant glaciation

Earth was also flooded and the water falling from the destruction of Tiamat was called ‘The
Great Flood’ and the sinking of large continents like Mu and Atlantis.
 
Furthermore this series of events from the explosions on Mars caused a change of poles.
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The  consequences  were  catastrophic  because  the  Earth  magnetism  and  gravity  were
disturbed,  and  led  to  landslides  of  the  crust,  the  displacement  of  the  continents,  the
overturning of mountains and started a massive volcanic activity with rocks the size of huge
buildings which flew from everywhere in the air. The continents were changed to finally lead
to those you know today.

This may have triggered a glaciation. The last one was 25,000 years ago (and not 15,000 as
mentioned on Earth). All of this was not gradual. Interstellar databases indicate that it all
happened not so long ago and it was sudden and drastic causing a total extinction of life on
Earth except for a few survivors. This could explain the fact that animals, taken by surprise,
suddenly disappeared or found themselves frozen in their daily activities. 

d) Mars: partial destruction and desertification

Mars was partially destroyed and went from a planet filled with lush forests and full of life
to an arid sphere with a chaotic climate and what it looks like now. What we see from Mars
today is the result of the Interstellar Wars.

e) Tiamat : total desintegration

On  Tiamat,  the  shock  waves  created  a  displacement  of  energies  on  the  planet,  which
disintegrated. The solid part became the asteroid belt mainly made up of frozen dirty ice
and pieces of continents and the liquid part as well as the goos fell on Venus and the Earth
which were flooded.

500 years after its disintegration, the moon-biosphere was placed in Earth's orbit to replace
Tiamat  and  stabilize  it  and  its  climate  (see  video  ACTION  4  'The  Moon:  Artificial
Anamorphosis' for more details).

f) Saturn: moved away and changed position with Jupiter

Saturn was then much closer to Earth and easily visible, just like Jupiter was. The two moved
away and switched positions. Saturn took the place of Jupiter and Jupiter that of Saturn.

Saturn was called the "Black Sun" because it has natural portals that were used at the time 
by dark and negative interstellar races.

Religions or occult groups on Earth refer to Saturn as a black cube because of the 
frequencies of the planet. It has a unique geometry which totals the number 666, and a 
cube also has 6 sides, hence the symbolic association with a ‘black cube’. 

In the 1950s, the Black Sun became the symbol of Nazi mysticism composed of three closely
interwoven swastikas, twelve times the Sōwilō letter of the runic alphabet, which designates
Sól, the personification of the Sun in Norse mythology.
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It has two directions of rotation because the occult groups think in dual terms. The symbol 
refers to a worship of Saturn in modern days, but of a time when negative entities traveled 
through its portals.

Nowadays, Saturn is under the positive extraterrestrial protectorate of the UFoP. If there are
still negative references on Earth, they are neither real nor effective; it is only those of 
secret societies that continue to use them as symbols and references.

Saturn is not at all what it was then. It’s a very beautiful planet. All that lives there is the 
flora and fauna that have been artificially terraformed by the Ufopians, like all the planets in
the gas phase. There is no advanced civilized or human life or any Saturnian populations on 
Saturn as some humans claim it.

g) Jupiter: moved away and changed position with Saturn

Jupiter was also closer to Earth and ancient people could see it.  In the total  cataclysm,
Jupiter moved away and reversed position with Saturn.

5. FINAL PHASE and LAST EPISODE OF THE WARS OF ORION

After  the  the  3D  electromagnetic  field  was  set  up  around  the  Earth,  Ufopian  Military  Forces
represented by multiple interstellar races among which number of Pleiadians, returned to Earth to
try to remove the control system.

They installed power generators at various strategic points, all around the Earth in : Alaska, Siberia,
Crimea, China, South America, Australia, Central America, Mexico, Croatia, Serbia , Romania, Egypt,
and where the South Pole was then and is now located underwater near the Bahamas.  These
generators of high frequency energy are the pyramids.

Everything was going as planned, until there was a strong reptilian attack. Unlike reptilians who
could not get out and therefore develop their technologies, reptilian forces from outside, had full
immersion electromagnetic toroidal  propulsion systems on  their  ships  and could come and go
through the electromagnetic bubble.
 
During the battle on land, the then smaller Federation forces suffered damage and many deaths, so
they had to leave the bases they had started to build. They returned several times to secretly help
the Lyrians who remained on Earth but without success. These Ufopians are considered on Earth as
the Fallen Angels, the Elohims, and the ancient Egyptian and Sumerian gods.

6. ISHTAR AND THE ANKH KEY

In ancient Sumerian history and mong the most famous figures who worked for the liberation of
the Lyrians or the earthly populations, Ishtar remains one of the most famous and little known. This
same personality  is  the reincarnation of  characters  like  Istcha,  Isis,  Inanna,  Aphrodite,  Astarté,
Pattini. She reappears several times until today on Earth under different names and characters, one
of  the  best  known  in  modern  times  is  Mary  Magdalene  where  she  embodies  the  Christ
Consciousness (the Crystal and Divine Consciousness).
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Presenting the ISHTAR story is my attempt at demonstrating that even in terrestrial human history,
interstellarity is present and, unlike today, was part of everyday life. Spaceships crisscrossed the sky
and many ancient myths or paintings mention it in one way or another.

According to my contacts, Egypt is 40,000 years old and the characters who are often presented as
Gods or Goddesses were real people in positions of power with an interstellar capacity and were
space pilots. Ishtar was one of them and she seems to me to be one of the best examples.

6.1 – Ishtar Myths

On Earth, and according to the Sumerians, she was the daughter of Ningal and she was known as a
Moon goddess of the moon ; she is the same woman who reincarnates under multiple characters
and different names. She appears on different planets in 3D and 5D through the ages. She also is
'MA', SIL0’s mother (and of the following versions) that I speak about in THE LETTER N ° 4 from
page 6, and more specifically page 8 (please refer to it for more details).

Ishtar, is associated with the concept of the creative Mother, Goddess and P’taal on Earth (P’Taal:
Wise and Enlightened Elder). Her name and symbols have been interpreted in multiple ways by
different cultures, some more precise than others, but none come close to the truth and her real
person, the reality of her life and her perspectives.

6.2 - Ishtar's Reality and New Reading of its Symbols

Her real latest name is Ishta of Erra, which is only the name of one of her many incarnations  ; she
was a Pleiadian Geneticist, an Exo-Anthropologist and Archaeologist who sought to discover the
past  of  primitive  civilizations  in  order  to  implant  new  concepts  and  knowledge  to  help  their
development.

She has  been involved in  multiple  operations  to  liberate  different  civilizations  or  planets  from
invasive species or reptilian lineages, specializing in the transformation of negative mental control
using advanced neural strategies and by guiding populations and a positive and spiritual.

She is still hiding from dark forces; she was spotted in 10.500 BC while collaborating with the UFoP
forces; she was wounded during the confrontations on Mars and withdrew from the front. Moving
away with her ship piloted by her lifelong love (Dumuzi in Earth myths) because she was injured,
she heads towards Tiamat right when the planet was impacted by the shock waves. Her spaceship,
herself and the pilot were destroyed.

Escaping the persecution of negative forces, she hid her daughter in the forests near a lake on
planet Erra in M45, the Taurus Constellation, near the mountain "Mother Peak" which resembles
both by its form and by its name, the Matterhorn in Switzerland where the landscapes and the
mountains are reminders of those on planet Erra. (Etymology of MatterHorn: 'matte, matter', rich
plain, mother and 'horn', pic, horn).

Although the stories differ a lot and are all incomplete interpretations of the same person, on Earth
she has been in contact and influenced several great cultures, mainly in the Middle East, as Astarte
(Phenicia), Ishtar (Babylon), Pattini (India), Isis (Egypt). She also worked alongside the Enki people
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always with the same goals. (Enki and Enlil are tribes and groups of people for interstellar races ;
they are not individuals as presented on Earth).

She is also known for her psychic powers, her telepathy and the great ancient wisdom which she
has acquired over time and which she expresses openly and clearly.

She has now incarnated again on Earth during these difficult times to help and cause the transition
to 5D. She has two children: a daughter in 5D (SIL0 who died but was followed by other versions
from other timelines) and a son in 3D.

On this pic please note that ISHTAR has 2 wings, 2 Ankh keys, 2 owls, 2 lions, 2 hawk legs and
snakes on her head. Let's discover their real meanings from a stellar point of view by following the
numbering: 

① Hawk legs : 
Her feet are represented by hawk legs because in ancient Egypt, the capacities or attributes
of people were symbolically represented by animal abilities. Hawks capacities are :

. fastest dives (their estimated speed is 497 kms / hr 
      when they dive to catch a bird in flight),
. their eyes have two foveas and 3 different types of focus, normal and distant:
  they can see another bird 6 kms away,
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. their talons are powerful; in this sculpture, she has the two Egyptian lions 
       under her strong grasp. 

② Lions :
The lions represent Egypt and the Egyptian Power power which she controls.

③ Sitting :
We often see Ishtar kneeling or sitting. The symbol of the hawk is used to show that she can
performs swift silent flights or dives with her spaceship. But like no bird flies in a sitting
down position it indicates that it is a person seated in a cockpit piloting a spaceship.

④ Wings :
When the wings are down, it shows the ability to fly. When they are opened, the actual 
flying of a spaceship in space.

⑤ Owls  :
- Two owls  correspond to 2 main spacecrafts (or two fleets).
- The eyes of the owls represent wormholes and portals. This means that Ishtar can control
time, manipulate timelines and cross multidimensions.
- The owl also represents Wisdom, just as much as the snakes on her head.

⑥ Snakes on her head :

The use of snakes means many things: 

- 9 Solar systems: the snakes represent the 9 solar system in the Pleiades: Alcyone,
Atlas, Celaeno, Electra, Maia, Merope, Pleione, Sterope and Asterope, Taygeta

- DNA : the sankes also represent strands of DNA and Ishtar’s ability to modify it
because she was a Geneticist. She did not modify genes in a lab but using neuronal
technics, logic and Consciousness. This is why the DNA strands are on her head. The
word ‘genesis’ comes from the ancient Greek γενέσθαι ‘gen-esthai’: Ishtar genes and
means : coming into the world, being born, creating life. 

-  Women : In  ancient  Egyptian  hieroglyphs,  a  woman  was  first  symbolized  by  a
snake, then by a small seated woman. The snakes are associated with the DNA and
the woman to her genes. It therefore means : life designer, creator and wisdom.

- Spatialship :
the snake on the head or on the forehead, also means : a vessel leaving the Third-
Eye, and a portal out of which comes Light and Knowledge. A snake coming out of
her forehead means that she holds wisdom and knowledge and she transmits it  ;or
that Ishtar herself is the portal, the light, therefore by extension: a goddess. 
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⑦ The Bull
is the symbol for M45 the Taurus constellation where the Pleiades cluster is found and to
the Taurus era ;  but for Ishtar,  it  represents the sun and the cult  of  the sun which had
developed in the ancient Egyptian polytheism and used a multiplicity of gods and deities. It
is  not on the side of the exclusive monotheism of Akhenaten or Nefertiti and the cult of
Aten or Aton as the black sun, which Ishtar opposed (these symbols of the black sun, the
black cube and of Saturn were taken over by the cabal members, elites, and religions who
still use and venerate them up-to this day).

⑧Ankh Key :
Most  people on Earth say that  the Ankh key is  the symbol  of  life,  or  of  life  force;  this
interpretation is based on recent Egyptian history.  But the truth is that the Ankh Key is
something entirely different. Judge for yourself.
Here is the reality of the Ankh key. Do you know what this is ?

The earth equivalent of the real Ankh key is found in this example of the cockpit of the
Supermarine Spitfire Mk IX used during WWII.

Of course you couldn't know this, but the control stick of an individual spacecraft look like
this. And as you can see, this particular piece looks like the Ankh key.
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The Ankh key is none other than the key, the control-stick of a spacecraft, even today. It
allows the Pilot to start the engine and fly in space, just as the control of this aircraft allows
it to start and navigate in the air.

Of course over time, this key, this command has been changed and drawn differently but
the reality is this: just like you use a key to start the engine of your car, the Ankh Key is a key
and the manual control of a ancient or modern spaceship.

CONCLUSION

All these interstellar wars, the arrival and development of the Lyrian or of the Reptilian lineages on
Earth and the true History of human interstellarity have been forgotten or erased and Humanity has
been despoiled not only of its past and its History, but of its true stellar identity.

We are the direct descendants of Lyrians not by genetic engineering or because the earthlings are
starseeds, but by direct descent. The earthlings are the direct descendants of the Lyrians.

Despite the dramatic destruction and cataclysmic impacts of the terrible interstellar wars and even
in the face of total annihilation and destruction, there were a few survivors who took up the torch
and started the terrestrial human line again.

But for the survivors who are the fathers and mothers of the modern human, the trauma was great;
it was integrated into the collective memory, on a deep and serious subconscious level, and in the
DNA ; it  was passed over from generation to generation, causing PTSD, a post-traumatic stress
disorder which strongly permeated the Human collective and the species which has since become
the Homo sapiens-sapiens.

This  trauma  caused  the  psychological  split  of  the  personality,  the  birth  of  the  ego  and  the
consciousness was divided with on one side, the Subconscious and on the other the Conscious.
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These two concepts were taken up and developed, on Earth, by some impressive and wise scholars
like Freud and Jung who said:  

“Your vision becomes clear when you can look into your heart.
Anyone who looks outside of himself is only dreaming.

Whoever looks inward wakes up ”
or :

"I am not what happened to me, or what happens to me,
I am what I choose to become ”

You are your own Ankh key, your navigation key, which finds its rhythm with the metronome of
Love presented in ACTION 2.3 (part 4).

The control, the division are over.
Define who and what you are.
Dare to be yourself.
Choose your Destiny and your Future.
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